
TOKYO.
C O L L E C T I O N



Tokyo is an innovative and

hygienic tableware collection

designed especially for the

hospitality sector for today's

new normal dining experience.

Dine

in style

safely 



Let's get

serious about

food hygiene,

From farm to

plate, let's do

our bit to make

it safe.



With the ability to offer customised design with an MOQ of

only 144 pieces and a lead time within 8-10 weeks, you can

make a real brand statement at low cost investment.

Designed especially with hygiene and food presentation in mind. Tokyo is practical and stylish,

and is manufactured from premium Eco-Melamine, offering long lasting durability and strength.

With a choice of PET plastic clear lids and melamine lids, Tokyo is the perfect choice for

presenting food in a hygienic manner. 

Perfect for single and individual serve dishes, table service,

outdoor dining and room service. Ideal for serving a wide

range of foods, from salads to burgers, pasta to sandwiches

and much more!

Tokyo is available in a comprehensive range of tableware shapes and sizes designed for

outdoor, casual, staff and corporate dining. Comprising of bowls, boxes, and bento boxes in a

choice of contemporary colours and finishes. Tokyo is produced using an Eco-friendly

Melamine material which will not only stand the test of time, but greatly reduce our output to the

environment.

Contemporary

functional

and hygienic  





Tokyo Salad Box.

The

Dimensions: 205x145x60mm, 8x2.3"

Volume: 1.6L

Material (Bowl): Eco-Melamine & Melamine

Material (Lid): Semi disposable PET or Melamine

Colours: Bamboo White, Bamboo Sand & Black

Finish: Matte 

Recyclable Lids

Hygienic COVID-safe

Stackable

Durable 

Dishwasher Safe

Sustainable 

Product Specifications: Product Features:

Serve up in style safely with this attractive yet versatile covered salad box, incorporating our

newest sustainable eco-friendly Melamine. reflecting a beautiful textured matte finish. This salad

box is the perfect balance of design, durability and hygiene safety.

Perfect for a range of indoor or outdoor catering events, this contemporary, functional 1.6L

salad box is ideal for serving individual dishes safely.

*Customisation option available with MOQ of only 504 pieces within 8-10 weeks.







Tokyo Salad Bowl.

The

*Customisable options available with a MOQ of only 504 pieces within 8-10 weeks.

Don't judge a bowl by its cover and present delicious dishes with a lid, in this shapely, protective

salad bowl. A great all-rounder!  This 1.2L salad bowl, perfect for serving a wide range of

covered foods, from fresh salads to noodle and delicious pasta dishes.

Dimensions: 186x60mm, 7.3x2.3"

Volume: 1.2L

Material (Bowl): Eco-Melamine & Melamine

Material (Lid): Semi-disposable PET 

Colours: Bamboo White, Bamboo Sand & Black

Finish: Gloss

Recyclable Lids

Hygienic COVID-safe

Stackable

Durable 

Dishwasher Safe

Sustainable 

Product Specifications: Product Features:







Tokyo Bento Box.

The

*Customisation option available with MOQ of only 144 pieces within 8-10 weeks.

Dimensions: 348x180x90mm, 13.7x7x3.5"

Material: Eco-melamine 

Colours: Bamboo White, Light Oak, White Oak

Finish: Gloss

Inserts: Choice of 3 Interchangeable Inserts

Hygienic COVID-safe

Stackable

Durable

Dishwasher Safe

Sustainable

Product Specifications: Product Features:

Get creative with your meal choice arrangements, yet still under a cover! This is our innovative

take on the traditional Japanese Bento box, from which the Tokyo collection name was born.

This stunning modern design is made from 100% food-grade Eco-Melamine, available in a

choice of white bamboo or light oak/white oak finishes, which boast the natural wholesome

appeal of wood.

With a choice of 3 interchangeable sized inserts, this seamless and functional solution offers a

multitude of presentation options to delight your customers once the lid is lifted!



Light Oak Bento Box



Bamboo White Bento Box



Bamboo White Bento Box



Customisation

Have you ever felt that proud moment of holding your very own bespoke or customised

product? With Creative you can. Whether you know exactly what you want, or have just a rough

idea, our UK in-house design team can make it happen. With over 20 years combined

experience designing melamine products, you can rest easy knowing that you have the best in

the business creating a bespoke or customised product just for you.

Our lead time from your initial enquiry to holding your very own product can be as little as 8

weeks, and with a minimum order as low as 144 pieces, which compared to our competitors,

we are much more flexible.

All of our products are designed using the latest 3D software and we strive to be at the forefront

of technology. We will provide you with photo-realistic product images that show you exactly

what your products will look like. Need to know what the capacity will be, or even the finished

weight? We can do that too.What you see is what you get with our designs. Our visuals are

taken directly from the 3D models used for manufacturing so you know exactly what you are

getting once you approve the design.

Visuals & Approval



Our products are manufactured from 100% pure melamine which is fully compliant with food

grade standards. We regularly test our products to ensure our products are safe for use in food

service and comply with EU directives.

Melamine is significantly more durable than ceramics, making it a popular choice for strength

and performance. Due to it’s durable construction, melamine has a much lower replacement

rate than ceramics making it the ideal choice for maximised return on investment. 

Melamine is extremely difficult to break and will not shatter if dropped, unlike typical ceramics. 

Thanks to a lightweight construction, melamine makes service less strenuous for staff who need

to carry large trays loaded with plates of food.

With diverse choice of innovative, modern and versatile designs from premium elegant styles to

simplistic and contemporary designs, with Creative you can find melamine tableware and

buffetware to suits the decor of any food service establishment. Creative Collections are suitable

for everyday use, high-volume dining and outdoor dining. 

melamine?

Why use

Creative 

   

The intricate design, detail and quality of our products replicate the look and feel of ceramics,

making it an excellent alternative to ceramic products.

We manufacture a wide range of melamine products including dipping dishes, trays, ramekins,

display slabs, serve-ware essentials and much more. Creative collections are available in a wide

range of colours, shapes and styles, making it an extremely versatile choice for use in a variety

of settings.

100% Food Grade Melamine

Durable & Strong

Shatter-proof & Dishwasher safe

Lightweight & ease of use

Contemporary Modern Designs   

Ceramic Look & Feel

Product Diversity



We want to give our customers peace of mind that the

products they buy from us are sourced with respect for the

environment whilst remaining affordable. A selection of

Collections are produced using an Eco-friendly melamine

material which will not only stand the test of time, but greatly

reduce our output to the environment. Derived from natural

resources like plant extract and corn starch, our

environmentally friendly products are the perfect choice for

sustainable tableware and buffet 

respect

Sourced 

with 



We take great pride in providing the highest quality table and

buffetware to the hospitality industry. We’d like all our customers to

feel as confident about the products  purchased from Creative as

we are. Our Lifetime Warranty Policy demonstrates the quality of our

manufacturing process and provides validity in the durability of all

our products. 

We do our best to ensure all products are manufactured to the

highest standards and our top priority is ensuring our customers are

happy. If you or your customers find that any of our products are

faulty, or not fit for purpose, we guarantee full replacement. 

with l i fet ime

warranty

Peace of mind



Tokyo

TY.20.27.45 

Eco-melamine

salad Box  1.6L

TY.20.27.46

Eco-melamine

Salad Box 1.6L 

TY.20.27.02

Melamine

Salad Box 1.6L

LID.20.02.04

Clear PET 

Salad Box Lid

TY.18.09.45

Eco-melamine

Salad Bowl 1.2L  

TY.18.09.46 

 Eco-melamine

Salad Bowl 1.2L

TY.18.09.02

Melamine Salad

Bowl 1.2L 

LID.18.02.04

Clear PET

Round Salad

Bowl Lid 

LID.20.01.46

Eco-Melamine

Box Lid

LID.20.01.02 

Eco-Melamine

Box Lid

LID.20.01.45 

Eco-Melamine

Box Lid

Sand Brown

Bamboo White

Bamboo White

PET Plastic Lids 

All items covered

by Creative 

Lifetime Warranty



LID.35.01.55 

Outer Box Lid

Eco-Melamine

348x180x15mm 

Tokyo Bento

TY.08.04.45

White Bamboo 

Eco-Melamine

Small Insert

83x83x70mm

300ml

TY.17.04.45

White Bamboo

Eco-Melamine

Large Insert

170x170x70mm

1.4L

TY.16.04.45 

White Bamboo

Eco-Melamine

medium Insert

169x83x70mm

700ml

TY.35.02.45 

Outer Box 

Eco-Melamine

348x180x78mm

3.8L 

TY.35.02.55

Outer Box

Eco-Melamine

348x180x78mm 3.8L

LID.35.01.45 

Outer Box Lid

Eco-Melamine

348x180x15mm 

TY.35.02.15

Outer Box

Eco-Melamine

348x180x78mm 3.8L

LID.35.01.15

Outer Box Lid

Eco-Melamine

348x180x15mm 

White Oak

Light Oak

White Bamboo

Bento Inserts

All items covered

by Creative 

Lifetime Warranty



CREATIVE.
We are

T: +44 (0)203 617 6970

W: www.creative.co.com

E: sales@creative.co.com

Creative Retail Display Ltd

Brook Farm Office

Braintree Road

Wethersfield

Essex, CM7 4BX
Creativerduk

Scan the QR

code to view

Tokyo

Collection

Video.

@

Creative Retail Display Limited us a company registered in England & Wales, number 0912805


